ANTI BULLYING POSTER COMPETITION

2012
YEAR 7 - SPECIAL MENTION: RAYMOND GAYLA AND IHSAN BAGCI.
RUNNER UP - TAU’TEAU TAUFAR
YEAR 7 WINNER: MAX MOUSSA AND JONAH DASSAKLIS
YEAR 8 SPECIAL MENTION:
TYRONE CHOW, JACKIE NGUYEN AND GEONWOO LEE
YEAR 8-
RUNNER UP: ZAHEAD RASHIDI

The Hardest Thing Is To Take It In.

The Easiest Is To TELL SOMEONE!!!
YEAR 8 WINNER:
JEFFREY ZHANG

Stop Bullying
YEAR 9: SPECIAL MENTION: OSCAR DURKAN AND ANDREW MCRORBERTS
YEAR 9 WINNER: PADDY BATTERHAM- LOVE

- Hand-drawn poster showing good artistic skills
YEAR 10 WINNER: IAN JESSE FAUSTORILLA LIANETA
OVERALL WINNER: JAG SPHABMIXAI
CONGRATULATIONS TO ALL WHO ENTERED!!